ABSTRACT. A new proof of a (slightly extended) geometric version of Tucker's fundamental result is given.
A classical result of A. W. Tucker (9) states that the dual systems In this note we suggest a new proof of a (slightly extended) geometric version of this fundamental result, which was observed, e.g. (6) , to be a key to duality theory.
MAIN RESULTS.
We use L and S to denote convex cones in Cn, i. (2) and (4).
Consider the following intersection.
I(L,S) S S*O (LOS)*O (-LnS)*)O (L-S).
The proof of the main result is based on the fact that this intersection consists only of the origin.
LEMMA. I(L,S)---{0}.
PROOF. Let x I(L,S)
. Then x e L S and there exists an s e S such that x+s eL.
Now, x e S -)x + s e S =)x + s e L S.
On the other hand, x e (LOS)*n(-(LS)*. In conclusion, we point out some special cases.
The real version of the theorem with S R is due to Epelman and Waksman (3) . 
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